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Book 2) HarperCollins Australia
Nearly sixty years after Penelope
Chetwode, wife of Poet Laureate
John Betjeman, ventured into
rural Spain on a borrowed mare,
Karen Considine follows on
horseback in her hoof-prints.
Her guide and companion is
Penelope’s book, ‘Two
Middle-Aged Ladies in
Andalusia’. Among the many
changes, she finds the enduring
spirit of the Andalusian people
unaltered. Karen says, “I have
been ‘exploring’ since I was
around four-years-old, on foot
and on horseback, always
wanting to see what was hidden
around the next corner and then

‘making maps’. My mother
gave me Penelope Chetwode’s
book when I was fifteen and I
never forgot my determination
to follow her ride one day. That
day finally came when I retired,
and I was off after her within the
year.” “Beautifully written and
truly captures daily Andalusian
life.” Richard Dunwoody MBE,
Retired steeplechase jockey
How Much of These Hills
is Gold SPCK
Praise for Lamb to the
Slaughter, book one of
Serenity's Plain Secrets:
"A well-crafted tale of
murder begotten by the
collision two incompatible

worlds..." -Kirkus Reviews
Some Amish communities
aren't so cozy. Just when
Sheriff Serenity Adams
thinks life is getting back
to normal, the death of a
young, pregnant Amish
woman rocks the
community. Is it
circumstance...or murder?
It's up to Serenity and her
ex-Amish boyfriend,
Daniel Bachman, to
discover the truth about
the new shaman-type
medicine man who's
brought his dark secrets
to Blood Rock. But
Serenity has secrets of
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her own, and if she and
Daniel don't work it out,
the reappearance of a
woman from his past
could threaten to ruin
their relationship. The
deeper Serenity delves
into the magical world of
Amish herbal medicine,
the phenomenon of laying
of the hands and other
cultural healing oddities,
the more she wonders if
miracles are real. What
she witnesses with her
own eyes may be too
fantastical for her to
believe. In this riveting
third installment of

Serenity's Plain Secrets,
beliefs are challenged, a
way of life is questioned
and family skeletons are
unearthed, leaving no one
untouched.
Jesus the Great Philosopher
Ballantine Books
Many of us tend to live as though
Jesus represents the "spiritual
part" of our lives. We don't
clearly see how he relates to the
rest of our experiences, desires,
and habits. How can Jesus, the
Bible, and Christianity become
more than a compartmentalized
part of our lives? Highly regarded
New Testament scholar and
popular teacher Jonathan
Pennington argues that we need

to recover the lost biblical image
of Jesus as the one true
philosopher who teaches us how
to experience the fullness of our
humanity in the kingdom of God.
Jesus teaches us what is good,
right, and beautiful and offers
answers to life's big questions:
what it means to be human, how
to be happy, how to order our
emotions, and how we should
conduct our relationships. This
book brings Jesus and Christianity
into dialogue with the ancient
philosophers who asked the same
big questions about finding
meaningful happiness. It helps us
rediscover biblical Christianity as
a whole-life philosophy, one that
addresses our greatest human
questions and helps us live
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meaningful and flourishing lives.
The Mermaids Singing
Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
There are descendants of
angels walking among us.
Ember is one of them. Kirkus
Reviews: "An impending
apocalypse provides a
compelling backdrop for
romance in this page-turning
first installment of a new YA
series. Hopkins expertly weaves
her plotlines together in this
compulsively readable teen
romance story...Hopkins
delivers many successful
elements of young-adult
romance-appealing lead

characters, high-voltage
chemistry, repressed sexuality-
which will win her ardent
followers. A paranormal YA
tale that's highly recommended
for fans of the Twilight series;
move over, Bella and Edward,
there's a new set of kids on the
block." Embers is an epic
paranormal
adventure/romance about an
eighteen year old girl who
discovers that she's immune to
fire and any other injury when
she's in a horrific car crash that
kills her parents. Following a
violent episode with her aunt's
boyfriend, Ember flees Ohio to
live with an old relative in the

Smoky Mountains of Tennessee.
Ember's exuberance at
escaping a bad home life soon
turns to trepidation when she
learns that she's a Watcher, a
descendant of angels. While
Ember is instructed about her
heritage and the powers that go
along with it, she strikes up
friendships with two teenagers
who live inside of a frightening
walled compound in the forest.
Inexplicably drawn to one of
the young men in particular, an
impossible romance develops.
But it's cut short when Ember
discovers that her new friends
are fighting on the opposite side
of a war that's been raging
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between two factions of
Watchers for thousands of
years. When the compound's
inhabitants threaten the
townspeople, Ember takes
action, sealing her fate in the
ancient battle of good versus
evil, and the grayness in
between.
Baby Monkey, Private Eye
WaterBrook
Caldecott Medalist Brian
Selznick and debut
children's book author David
Serlin create a dazzling new
format especially for young
children! A New York Times
Bestselling Book An
Amazon Best Book of the

Year A Kirkus Reviews Best
Book of the Year Parents
Magazine Best Early Reader
of the Year "A marvel." --The
New York Times "Inventive...
fabulously expressive..."
--San Francisco Chronicle
Who is Baby Monkey? He is
a baby. He is a monkey. He
has a job. He is Baby
Monkey, Private Eye! Lost
jewels? Missing pizza?
Stolen spaceship? Baby
Monkey can help... if he can
put on his pants! Baby
Monkey's adventures come
to life in an exciting blend of
picture book, beginning
reader, and graphic novel.

With pithy text and over 120
black and white drawings
accented with red, it is ideal
for sharing aloud and for
emerging readers.
Embers Createspace
Independent Publishing
Platform
Data on water quality and
other environmental issues are
being collected at an ever-
increasing rate. In the past,
however, the techniques used
by scientists to interpret this
data have not progressed as
quickly. This is a book of
modern statistical methods for
analysis of practical problems
in water quality and water
resources. The last fifteen
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years have seen major
advances in the fields of
exploratory data analysis
(EDA) and robust statistical
methods. The 'real-life'
characteristics of
environmental data tend to
drive analysis towards the use
of these methods. These
advances are presented in a
practical and relevant format.
Alternate methods are
compared, highlighting the
strengths and weaknesses of
each as applied to
environmental data.
Techniques for trend analysis
and dealing with water below
the detection limit are topics
covered, which are of great
interest to consultants in water-

quality and hydrology, scientists
in state, provincial and federal
water resources, and
geological survey agencies.
The practising water resources
scientist will find the worked
examples using actual field
data from case studies of
environmental problems, of
real value. Exercises at the
end of each chapter enable the
mechanics of the
methodological process to be
fully understood, with data sets
included on diskette for easy
use. The result is a book that is
both up-to-date and
immediately relevant to
ongoing work in the
environmental and water
sciences.

Phyla of Joy Kensington
Books
Discusses Karen Ann
Quinlan and other people
who are kept alive only by
extraordinary technological
means, and examines the
medical, legal, moral,
humane, sociological and
theological issues involved
in the "right to die"
controversy.
Writing the School House
Blues Baker Books
Maia Kotrosits challenges
the contemporary notion of
“early Christian literature,”
showing that a number of
texts usually so
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described—including
Hebrews, Acts, the Gospel
of John, Colossians, 1 Peter,
the letters of Ignatius, the
Gospel of Truth, and the
Secret Revelation of
John—are “not particularly
interested” in a distinctive
Christian identity. By
appealing to trauma studies
and diaspora theory and
giving careful attention to the
dynamics within these texts,
she shows that this sample
of writings offers complex
reckonings with chaotic
diasporic conditions and the
transgenerational trauma of
colonial violence.

New Woman Fiction,
1881-1899, Part I Vol 2
Penguin
NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY RT BOOK
REVIEWS Perfect for fans
of Philippa Gregory,
Alison Weir, and
Showtime’s The Tudors,
The Boleyn King is the
first book in an enthralling
trilogy that dares to
imagine: What if Anne
Boleyn had actually given
Henry VIII a son who grew
up to be king? Just
seventeen years old,

Henry IX, known as
William, is a king bound by
the restraints of the
regency yet anxious to
prove himself. With the
French threatening battle
and the Catholics sowing
the seeds of rebellion at
home, William trusts only
three people: his older
sister Elizabeth; his best
friend and loyal counselor,
Dominic; and Minuette, a
young orphan raised as a
royal ward by William’s
mother, Anne Boleyn.
Against a tide of secrets,
betrayal, and murder,
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William finds himself
fighting for the very soul of
his kingdom. Then, when
he and Dominic both fall in
love with Minuette,
romantic obsession looms
over a new generation of
Tudors. One among them
will pay the price for a
king’s desire, as a
shocking twist of fate
changes England’s
fortunes forever. Includes
a preview of Laura
Andersen’s The Boleyn
Deceit Praise for The
Boleyn King “Imaginative .
. . Andersen focuses on

creating an exciting, action-
driven plot containing
strong doses of both
intrigue and romance.
Tudor-era historical fiction
fans who are willing to
accept the unusual
premise will be rewarded
with an original and
entertaining read that’s
reminiscent of the best of
Philippa Gregory.”—Library
Journal (starred review)
“Gripping . . . Andersen
delves into an alternative
Tudor England geared to
rivet period fans and
newcomers alike. . . .

Perfect for Philippa
Gregory fans.”—Booklist
(starred review) “A
surprising gem and a
thoroughly enjoyable
read.”—Historical Novels
Review “Andersen’s
novel, alive with historical
flair and drama, satisfies
both curious and
imaginative Tudor
aficionados. . . . Her
multidimensional
characters are so real that
readers will wish it was
history and eagerly await
the next in the trilogy.”—RT
Book Reviews (Top Pick)
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“A wonderfully imaginative
and well-written tale of
intrigue, high court politics
and desperate
love.”—Deseret News “
‘What if . . .’ With these
tantalizing words, Laura
Andersen creates a fresh
and vividly realized
alternative world where
Anne Boleyn not only
lives, but also gives birth
to a healthy son who will
become King. With the
introduction of Minuette,
Princess Elizabeth’s lady-
in-waiting, we meet an
extraordinary young

woman who embodies love
and loyalty, and who fights
to find the humanity at the
heart of the most
glamorous—and
dangerous—court in
Europe.”—Susan Elia
MacNeal, author of Mr.
Churchill’s Secretary “Full
of intrigue, conspiracies,
and the accurate details
so essential to good
historical fiction . . .
Anyone who has even the
slightest fascination with
the Tudors will want to
devour this delectable
novel in a single

sitting.”—Tasha Alexander,
New York Times
bestselling author of Death
in the Floating City Look
for special features inside.
Join the Random House
Reader’s Circle for author
chats and more.
Forever (A Temptation
Novel, Book 3) Oxford
University Press
"A must read. Not the
typical book you would
expect from Karen Ann
Hopkins if you've read any
of her Amish series' but
she absolutely nailed this
one!! This book jumps
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right in on page one and
makes you not want to put
it down even for a second
all the way to the end and
I loved that! Would
absolutely read it again
and definitely recommend
it to anyone who loves a
good romance thriller with
some Sci-fi elements in
there too." Cassandra,
Book Sirens Reviewer
Wendy Catalano, a newly
remarried mother of four,
finds herself, her husband
and her children, murder
victims of her ex-husband.
A family heirloom takes

her back in time to the
beginning of her
relationship with her
eventual killer where she's
given the magical
opportunity to change the
future and stop her
family's tragic ending. But
she isn't aware that she's
reliving a tortured life. With
only glimpses of the
future, Wendy struggles to
survive present day,
unaware that a bloody and
unforgiving destiny awaits
her. The Fortuna Coin is a
haunting psychological
thriller about second

chances...but will the truth
really set Wendy free?
Penelope's Route Routledge
I left everything I knew behind.
But it was worth it. He was
worth it. No one thought an
ordinary girl like me would last
two minutes living with the
Amish, not even me. There
are a lot more rules and a lot
less freedom, and I miss my
family and the life I once had.
Worst of all, Noah and I aren’t
even allowed to see each
other.
Texas Bad Boys Troubador
Publishing Ltd
A certain kind of talk is
ubiquitous among both
philosophers and so-called
"ordinary people": talk of one
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phenomenon generating or
giving rise to another, or talk of
one phenomenon being based
in or constructed from another.
For example, your computer
screen is built of atoms in a
complex configuration, and the
picture on the screen is based
in the local illumination of
various individual pixels. Karen
Bennett calls the family of
relations invoked by such talk
'building relations'. Grounding
is one currently popular such
relation; so too are
composition, property
realization, and-controversially-
causation. In chapters 2 and 3
Bennett argues that despite
their differences, building
relations form an interestingly

unified family, and
characterizes what all building
relations have in common. In
chapter 4 she argues that it's a
mistake to think there is a strict
divide between causal and
noncausal determination.
Chapters 5 and 6 turn to the
connections between building
and fundamentality. Bennett
argues at length that both
absolute and relative
fundamentality are best
understood in terms of
building, and that to say that
one thing is more fundamental
than another is to say no more
than that certain patterns of
building obtain. In chapter 7
Bennett argues that facts about
what builds what must be

themselves built: if a builds b,
there is something in virtue of
which that is the case. She
also argues that the answer is
a itself. Finally, in chapter 8
she defends an assumption
that runs throughout the rest of
the book, namely that there
indeed are nonfundamental,
built entities. Doing so involves
substantive discussion about
the scope of Ockham's Razor.
Bennett argues that some
nonfundamentalia are among
the proper subject-matter of
metaphysics, and thus that
metaphysics is not best
understood as the study of the
fundamental nature of reality.
The Football Girl Harper
Collins
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When Eddie and Emmy go
camping with friends in the
Fear Street Woods, they
make a shocking discovery
that will lead to the end of
friendships--and to murder.
Rethinking Early
Christian Identity
Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
For every athlete or sports
fanatic who knows she's
just as good as the guys.
This is for fans of The
Running Dream by
Wendelin Van Draanen,
Grace, Gold, and Glory by
Gabrielle Douglass and

Breakaway: Beyond the
Goal by Alex Morgan. The
summer before Caleb and
Tessa enter high school,
friendship has blossomed
into a relationship . . . and
their playful sports days
are coming to an end.
Caleb is getting ready to
try out for the football
team, and Tessa is
training for cross-country.
But all their structured
plans derail in the final flag
game when they lose.
Tessa doesn’t want to
end her career as a loser.
She really enjoys playing,

and if she’s being honest,
she likes it even more than
running cross-country. So
what if she decided to play
football instead? What
would happen between
her and Caleb? Or
between her two best
friends, who are counting
on her to try out for cross-
country with them? And
will her parents be upset
that she’s decided to take
her hobby to the next
level? This summer Caleb
and Tessa figure out just
what it means to be a
boyfriend, girlfriend,
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teammate, best friend, and
someone worth cheering
for. “A great next choice
for readers who have
enjoyed Catherine Gilbert
Murdock’s Dairy Queen
and Miranda Kenneally’s
Catching Jordan.”—SLJ
“Fast-paced football
action, realistic family
drama, and sweet
romance…[will have]
readers looking for girl-
powered sports
stories…find[ing] plenty to
like.”—Booklist “Tessa's
ferocious competitiveness
is appealing.”—Kirkus

Reviews “[The Football
Girl] serve[s] to illuminate
the appropriately
complicated emotions both
of a young romance and of
pursuing a dream.
Heldring writes with insight
and restraint.”—The Horn
Book
(A)Typical Woman Milkweed
Editions
Prayers to guide your journey
of raising kids in a complicated
world. In an age of distraction
and overwhelm, finding the
words to meaningfully pray for
our children--and for our
journey as parents--can feel
impossible. Written with

warmth and welcome, To Light
Their Way gives voice to your
prayers when words won't
come. Filled with more than
100 modern liturgies, this book
guides you into an intentional
conversation with God for your
children and the world they live
in. From everyday struggles
like helping your child find
friends or thrive in school to
larger issues like praying for a
brighter world rooted in peace
and truth, these pleas and
petitions act as a gentle guide,
reminding us that while our
words may fail, God never
does. At the core of To Light
Their Way is the deepest of
prayers: that our children will
experience the love of God so
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deeply that their lives will be an
outpouring of love that lights up
the world.
Belonging Crossway
A Woman Through and
Through In a culture that
can belittle womanhood
on the one hand—making it
irrelevant—and glorify it on
the other—making it
everything—it’s hard to
know what it really means
to be a woman. But when
we understand
womanhood through the
lens of Scripture, we see
that we need a bigger
category for what God has

called “woman.” This book
breathes fresh air into our
womanhood, reminding us
what life in Christ—as a
woman—looks like. When
we see that we are women
in all we do, we can be at
peace with how God has
created us, recognizing
womanhood as an
essential part of Christ’s
mission and work.
Forever Fortress Press
These bad boys can deliver
passion and pleasure with
their boots on--and they're
more than happy to let a
woman mess with Texas. . .

Texas Bad Boys In Bad with
Someone by Rosemary
Laurey Rod Carter was
supposed to end up running
the Ragged Rooster.
Instead, Old Man Maddox
gave the bar to his
granddaughter, some prissy
Brit art gallery owner right off
the boat from London. Miss
Juliet Ffrench--yeah, two
"f's"--knows jack-all about
beer, winning friends, and
running tabs, but she's got a
killer smile. All the lady
needs is someone to give
her an education in Texas
hospitality, up close and
personal. . . Run of Bad
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Luck by Karen Kelley Nina
Harris loves photographing
naked, sexy men. But when
she inherits her
grandfather's ranch in
Texas, and meets foreman
Lance Colby, she thinks she
may have met her match.
Lance is pretty sure real
cowboys don't drop trou for
national magazines. Still, as
a Texas gentleman, he'd be
more than happy to give
Nina a private showing. . .
Come to a Bad End by
Dianne Castell Silver Gulch
Sheriff John Snow thinks
women have their place--in
his kitchen or his bed. He

would certainly never go for
some women's libber
businesswoman like Lillie
June. The men in town want
him to close down her fancy
new spa, and he's happy to
oblige. But once he meets
Lillie, soothing massages,
personal pampering, and
one-on-one body wraps
don't seem like such a bad
thing at all. . .
Rachel's Deception Elsevier
Newly orphaned children of
immigrants, Lucy and Sam
are suddenly alone in a land
that refutes their existence.
Fleeing the threats of their
western mining town, they

set off to bury their father in
the only way that will set
them free from their past.
Along the way, they
encounter giant buffalo
bones, tiger paw prints, and
the specters of a ravaged
landscape as well as family
secrets, sibling rivalry, and
glimpses of a different kind
of future.
Lord of Temptation
Delacorte Press
All I want is my happily ever
after. That’s all I’ve wanted
since meeting Noah Miller.
Statistical Methods in
Water Resources
WaterBrook
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Rose became Amish so
she could be with Noah,
but is this where she really
belongs? No one thought
an ordinary girl like me
would last two minutes
living with the Amish, not
even me. There are a lot
more rules and a lot less
freedom, and I miss my
family and the life I once
had. Worst of all, Noah
and I aren't even allowed
to see each other. Not
until I've proven myself. If I
can find a way to make it
work, we'll be Rose &
Noah, together forever.

But not everybody believes
this is where I belong...
'Wonderfully compelling,
becoming highly emotional
with an interesting ending.'
- Xpresso Reads blog on
Temptation 'Temptation is
a beautiful, forbidden
romance...I highly
recommend it.' - I Heart
YA Books blog
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